OBEDIENCE TRIAL

ALAC NATIONAL JUDGE: VIRGINIA (GINGER) KINION

NOVICE CLASS B


1203 ALAC NATIONAL NO.  CH KUMI KIAN FORGET ME NOT CD RAe. NP10237501. 5/1/05. Brdr: Tia McLaughlin, Ann Lanterman. CH SAN JO COLBY RN NJP - CH KUMI KIAN DAISYMAE OR MAYNOT. Owners: Barbara Wood. (#604)

FIRST_1201, SECOND________ THIRD________
HIGHEST SCORING DOG FROM THE REGULAR OBEDIENCE CLASSES________

BEGINNER NOVICE A

1601 ALAC NATIONAL 190.  CH STERLINGS DIAMOND INTHE RUFF NR. NP02383404. 11/26/02. Brdr: Vicki Pyrch, Randy Pyrch, Debbie Greene. CH MARVON SPECIAL ASIGNMENT MBA - CH KU-THER STERLING HEART. Owners: Vicki Pyrch, Randy Pyrch.

FIRST________

PRE NOVICE CLASS


FIRST________

PRE OPEN

1951 ALAC NATIONAL NO.  (8") CH KUMI KIAN FORGET ME NOT CD RAe. NP10237501. 5/1/05. Brdr: Tia McLaughlin, Ann Lanterman. CH SAN JO COLBY RN NJP - CH KUMI KIAN DAISYMAE OR MAYNOT. Owners: Barbara Wood. (#604)

FIRST________
RALLY TRIAL

ALAC NATIONAL JUDGE: VIRGINIA (GINGER) KINION

RALLY ADVANCED A

2301 ALAC NATIONAL 85. (8") CH STERLINGS DIAMOND INTHE RUFF NR. NP02383404. 11/26/02.
Brdr: Vicki Pyrch, Randy Pyrch, Debbie Greene. CH MARVON SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT MBA - CH KU-OTHER STERLING HEART. Owners: Vicki Pyrch, Randy Pyrch.

FIRST

RALLY ADVANCED B


2402 ALAC NATIONAL 96. (4") CH KUMI KIAN FORGET ME NOT CD RAE. NP10237501. 5/1/05.
Brdr: Tia McLaughlin, Ann Lanterman. CH SAN JO COLBY RN NJP - CH KUMI KIAN DAISYMAE OR MAYNOT. Owners: Barbara Wood. (#604)


FIRST 2402, SECOND 2403 (time 1:26) THIRD 2401 (time 1:42)

RALLY EXCELLENT B

2402 ALAC NATIONAL 96. (4") CH KUMI KIAN FORGET ME NOT CD RAE. NP10237501. 5/1/05.
Brdr: Tia McLaughlin, Ann Lanterman. CH SAN JO COLBY RN NJP - CH KUMI KIAN DAISYMAE OR MAYNOT. Owners: Barbara Wood. (#604)

2601 ALAC NATIONAL 96. (8") CH RIVERVIEW HYLAN SHOTRU DREAM MAKER FOR BLACKBOOTS RA, CGC. NP25501703. 1/15/10. Brdr: Pauline Naumann, Pat Keen-Fernandes. GCH HYLAN SHOTRU RIVERVIEW OUR DREAM - CH HYLAN SHOTRU RIVERVIEW TINKR'BELL. Owners: Cynthia Loveall. (#61)

FIRST 2402, SECOND

* Excused/unmanagable